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Ideal Reference Point in Planning and Control
for Automated Car-Like Vehicles

Christoph Popp, Christoph Ziegler, Marco Sippel and Hermann Winner

Abstract—The choice of the reference point in automated
vehicles impacts the vehicle’s driving behavior. However, this
influence is often not considered for planning and control tasks.
To find out where the reference point should be located best, we
first consider its position to be ideal if the needed lane width on
the left and right side of the planned path is equal when cornering
with constant curvature. For constantly curved paths we derive
the ideal reference point depending on the curvature, using the
kinematics of a slip angle free bicycle model. For non-stationary
cornering, we analyze different maneuvers and finally, we select
the reference point on the front axle. Utilizing this knowledge,
the extent of a forward moving vehicle can be reduced to a point
model, which does not require the orientation of the vehicle.
This enables a simple and still promising approach for collision
checking, where the vehicle’s needed space is approximated by
only one circle around the reference point. Finally, we analyze
the influence of the reference point on a lateral feed-forward
controller. Thus, we confirm the previously chosen reference point
on the front axle for the equally distributed needed lane width
and therefore recommend its use.

Index Terms—Reference point, automated vehicles, bicycle
model, collision check.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the expanse of autonomous driving from the highway
to urban areas, situations the automated vehicle has to deal
with become more complex e. g. regarding the variety and
behavior of traffic participants. As for inner city scenarios,
hazardous situations have to be identified and solved in limited
time and space. In order to drive autonomously, the vehicle
needs to localize itself, detect the environment, predict the
future behavior of other obstacles, plan its own trajectory and
execute the planned strategy. All these issues need to be solved
in real time on limited computational power inside the vehi-
cle and therefore, the developed software of an autonomous
vehicle needs to meet high efficiency requirements.

In order to decrease the computational effort, simplifications
and approximations can be used. For example, for representing
the physics of the real vehicle, either the dynamic vehicle
model could be used as in [1] or a simplified kinematic vehicle
model as in [2]. Both models approximate the behavior of the
vehicle in different depths, whereas the dynamic model con-
siders the tire characteristics while in the kinematic model the
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Fig. 1: Common choices of the vehicle reference point E pppref (origin
of the vehicle-fixed reference frame VF ) are the middle of the front
axle E pppFA (blue), the middle of the rear axle E pppRA (yellow) or the
center of gravity E pppCoG (red) and are shown in (a). Even though
the choice of the reference point does not change the physics of the
vehicle, in a path following scenario it still influences the driven path
of the vehicle. In (b), the black line represents the reference path, an
S-curve, which is followed by using the above mentioned reference
points. Then, the path of the middle of the front axle (solid lines)
and the middle of the rear axle (dashed lines) is plotted.

movement is only described by geometric equations. Another
approach to save computing time is to choose representations
that use mathematical simplifications.

A. Reference Point

With the motivation of saving computing time, we ana-
lyze the choice of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame VF
for planning and control tasks in the autonomous driving
domain. We simplify the planning and control problem to a
2D environment in which we define E ppp as a 2D point in the
earth-fixed coordinate system EF . Furthermore, we use the
term reference point E pppref for the origin of the vehicle-fixed
coordinate frame VF . Common choices of reference points
are the middle of the front axle (FA), the middle of the rear
axle (RA) or the center of gravity (CoG) and are shown in
Fig. 1a.

Dissanayake et al. [3] use the rear axle of the vehicle as
reference point for localization. By positioning an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) on top of the rear axle, they use
the kinematic constraints of the vehicle in this point - if the
vehicle is not slipping, the lateral acceleration depends only
on the centripetal force. With a different position of the IMU,
the rotational acceleration of the vehicle is also measured
which then needs to be taken into account in the localization
algorithm.

Choosing a different reference point does not change the
physics of the observed vehicle. But as shown in the local-
ization example, there are advantages for selecting different
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points. Since the choice of the reference point is not discussed
in literature to our best knowledge, we analyze this for the
tasks of planning and control. In Fig. 1b, a vehicle follows a
given reference path using different reference points E pppref. For
each reference point, we determine the needed steering angles
using the bicycle model introduced in Sec. II to exactly follow
the reference path. The positions of the middle of the vehicle’s
front axle (solid lines) and its rear axle (dashed lines) along
the path are calculated using geometric transformations and
a spatial discretization of 0.01 m. Due to different reference
points, different trajectories are driven. Selecting a reference
point behind the front axle results in an overshoot of the
front axle while selecting a reference point ahead smoothes
the driven path. This effect is often disregarded during the
planning task but should be considered, especially when using
point-planning algorithms like Hybrid A* [4] or RRT* [5]
where the vehicle is approximated as a point and its geometric
extent is neglected. Therefore, we analyze the position of the
reference point and optimize it in order to equalize the lane
space needed to both sides of the planned trajectory.

Oliveira et al. [6], [7] also aim for an equalized distribution
of the needed lane space by adding geometric and kinematic
conditions to the motion planner with the focus on heavy-duty
vehicles like buses or tractor-trailers. While the motivation
for their approach is similar, Oliviera et al. add a component
to the objective function of their optimization problem in
order to reach equal space occupation. In our paper, we
try to analytically find an ideal reference point position,
which indirectly solves this problem independently of the used
planning algorithm and the objective function. Like that, the
complexity of the planning algorithm as well as the needed
computation time are not increased.

B. Choice of Reference Point in the Literature

To the best of our knowledge there is no publication which
discusses the choice of reference point for the planning task.
Most of them present the position of the reference point only
briefly either in text or in graphics. Therefore, in the following
we discuss the positions of the reference point that were
chosen in other publications.

First, all reference points are located in the lateral middle
of the vehicle, to be exactly in one of the three positions
presented in Fig. 1a. Here has to be noted that the position of
the CoG is only an approximation because in the real vehicle
it is dependent on e. g. passengers, loading and fuel level.

Planning algorithms are mostly independent of the chosen
reference point and publications focus on finding a solution
of a PSPACE-hard planning problem [8]. Therefore, the effect
of the reference point on the driven trajectory is neglected.
For example, Werling et al. [9] use E pppCoG as reference point
for their Frenet coordinate planner. Seccamonte et al. [10] use
E pppRA for their model predictive control planner to maximize
the lateral clearance of the vehicle.

In contrast to the planning task, the influence of the ref-
erence point in the control task is larger. Additionally, the
chosen error metric for the feedback controller impacts the
result of the control task. In the survey of Paden et al. [11],

three simple controllers with different reference points and
error metrics for the lateral vehicle control are compared. The
pure pursuit controller [12] minimizes the distance of E pppRA to
a future point on the trajectory and tracks straight paths well
but has problems in curves. In [13] the lateral offset (minimal
distance) of the middle of the rear axle to the path is fed back.
This results in a second order response with overshooting and
also works when driving backwards. In contrast, [2] feeds back
the lateral offset of the middle of the front axle to the path
resulting in a first order response without overshooting but is
not able to drive backwards.

C. Contribution and Overview

Our contribution in this article is three-folded. First, we
derive the ideal position of the reference point based on
geometric reasoning. Second, we present a simple collision
check which is based on our previous findings. Third, we
analyze the influence of the reference point on a lateral feed-
forward controller.

This leads to the following structure of this paper: after
the presentation of the used vehicle model in Sec. II we
derive the ideal position of the reference point for curves with
constant curvature κ in Sec. III. Afterwards, in Sec. IV, we
analyze different reference points when the curvature of the
path is non-constant. In Sec. V we present a simple collision
check where we apply the previously gained knowledge about
the reference point. Finally, we analyze the influence of the
reference point on a lateral tracking controller in Sec. VI
before we conclude the paper in Sec. VII.

II. VEHICLE MODEL

In this work, we assume that the vehicle is rectangular in
the xy-plane and has the length, width and axle positions of
a car-like vehicle. Compared to the real vehicle geometry,
this assumption results in overestimation of the needed lane
width (nlw) in curves, so it is a conservative simplification
that we use in our vehicle model. The nlw corresponds to
the lateral space that the vehicle needs while cornering. The
constant geometric parameters being used in later calculations
represent our test vehicle, a Volkswagen Passat (B8), and are
listed in Tab. I. Still, the geometric considerations in this work
are independent of the specific geometric parameters.

To analyze the vehicle behavior depending on the chosen
reference point, we apply the kinematic bicycle model with
no slip angle on both axles and use the MATLAB-solver
ode45 for solving the model’s differential equations. Accord-
ing to Polack et al. [14], this kinematic model can be used
for consistent motion planning when the lateral acceleration
of the vehicle is limited to 0.5µg. It includes the states
xxx = [Exref, Eyref, ψ ]T and uuu = [v, δ ]T, whereas

Exref, Eyref : position of the reference point,
ψ : orientation of the vehicle,
v : speed of the vehicle,
δ : front wheel steering angle.
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TABLE I: Values of geometric parameters of the used vehicle model.
Symbol Description Value

l Wheelbase 2.79m
lfr Length from rear axle to vehicle front 3.75m
w Vehicle width 1.83m

Fig. 2: Definition of orientation ψ , steering angle δ and sideslip angle
β in the bicycle model.

Further parameters are

β : sideslip angle of the vehicle,
l : wheelbase,

lref : length between rear axle and reference point.

Definitions of the mentioned angles ψ , δ and β can be
found in Fig. 2.

If the reference point is located in front of the rear axle, so
lref > 0, its motion is described by

Eẋref = vcos(ψ +β ) , (1)

Eẏref = vsin(ψ +β ) , (2)

ψ̇ =
vcosβ tanδ

l
(3)

with

β = arctan
(

lref tanδ

l

)
. (4)

The sideslip angle β describes the direction of movement
relative to the orientation of the vehicle and therefore the
direction of the velocity vector. For the used kinematic model,
the velocity vector starting in the reference point is always
tangential to the reference path for path following. In case of
lref = l, the relationship of (4) can be simplified to β = δ .
Assuming slip angle free driving, either β or δ are required
for path following. However, not all path planning approaches
(e. g. A* [15] or RRT [16]) deliver information about one
of these parameters along the path. That’s why we derive
β directly from a continuously differentiable path with the
following kinematic considerations. The sideslip angle can be
described by the difference between the course angle ψc and
the yaw angle ψ of the vehicle. Based on this applies

dβ

ds
=

dψc

ds
− dψ

ds
= κ − dψ

ds
, (5)

whereas s is the travelled distance along the path. Using

dψ =
ds
RM

=
ds · sinβ

lref
(6)

with the distance RM from the reference point to the instant
center of rotation and using small-angle approximation we get

dβ

ds
= κ − sinβ

lref
≈ κ − β

lref
=

1
lref

(κlref −β ) . (7)

Fig. 3: The geometric parameters of the vehicle are displayed in
the left part of the figure: length from rear axle to vehicle front lfr,
wheelbase l and body width w. The right part shows the approach to
find the ideal reference point for a constant curvature κ by drawing
two right-angled triangles and applying Pythagorean Theorem. Set-
ting d = di = do, we get two equations with two unknowns d and
lref.

This equation corresponds to a first-order lag element (also
known as PT1 element) y = PT1(u,τ) with input u, output y
and time constant τ

dy
dt

=
1
τ
(u− y) . (8)

Thus, the time constant τ is a path constant lref in our case
and the input signal u corresponds to κlref:

β ≈ PT1(κlref, lref) . (9)

With this, the sideslip angle and therefore also the steering an-
gle (cf. (4)) can be directly determined based on the reference
path. Additionally, precise estimation of the needed space is
possible, e.g. for parking maneuvers. We want to add that for
this estimation, it is assumed that the reference point always
moves exactly along the given reference path.

III. IDEAL REFERENCE POINT FOR PATHS OF CONSTANT
CURVATURE

We consider the choice of the reference point to be ideal
for trajectory planning and tracking if the needed lane width
on the left and right side of the trajectory’s path is equal when
cornering. Like that, simple strategies for planning and control
as well as collision checks are enabled.

Fig. 3 gives an overview about the parameters used in the
following calculations. The requested parameter lref is the
distance from the rear axle to the position of the reference
point in vehicular longitudinal direction. lfr represents the
length from the rear axle to the front of the vehicle, the
wheelbase is described by l and the width of the vehicle equals
w.

In the given example, the planned path is a right turn with
constant curvature κ . As Oliveira et al. [6] already found, the
rear axle is the part of the vehicle where the most space is
needed on the inside of the curve. Therefore, the nlw on the
inside di is given by the distance between the inner end of the
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Fig. 4: The ideal position of the reference point lref/lfr for κ = const.
lies between 0.63 and 0.71 depending on κ . In our test vehicle, the
ideal points are 0.15 m (for κ = 0 1

m ) to 0.44 m (for κ = 0.2 1
m ) behind

the front axle, which is positioned at l/lfr = 0.75. In 37 further
analyzed vehicles of various brands and vehicle classes, the front
axles reach from l/lfr = 0.73 to 0.79.

rear axle and the planned path in vehicular lateral direction or
radial direction of the circular path respectively. On the outside
of the bend, the front outer corner of the vehicle needs the most
space [6], so the nlw to the outside do is given by the shortest
distance between the planned path and the front outer corner of
the vehicle. This distance also points in radial direction of the
circular path. In order to comply with the approach described
above, we define

d = di = do (10)

whereas 2d equals the nlw.
In the right part of Fig. 3, we draw two right-angled trian-

gles. The length of the hypotenuse of the smaller one equals
the curve radius 1

κ
and the associated catheti are described

by the length lref and the distance from the center of rotation
to the center of the rear axle, respectively. The hypotenuse
of the second triangle equals the distance from the center of
rotation to the front left corner of the vehicle and the catheti
are described by lfr and the distance from the center of rotation
to the left end of the rear axle. Using the Pythagorean theorem,
we formulate the following two equations:(

1
κ

)2

= l2
ref +

(
1
κ
−d +

w
2

)2

(11)(
1
κ
+d

)2

= l2
fr +

(
1
κ
−d +w

)2

. (12)

Solving this equation system leads to

l2
ref =

(
l2
fr

2+κw

)(
1−

κ2l2
fr

4(2+κw)

)
(13)

2d =
2w+κ(w2 + l2

fr)

2+κw
(14)

so the position of the reference point as well as the nlw
depend on the curvature κ and the geometry of the vehicle.
In Fig. 4, the ideal lref is set in relation to lfr and plotted
over κ , where κ = 0.2 1

m represents approximately the smallest
feasible circular turn of the vehicle. In the used test vehicle the
front axle is at l/lfr = 0.75, so the determined ideal positions
of the reference point lie slightly behind the front axle. The
position of the front axle was also analyzed for 37 further

(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Needed lane width (di+do) for κ jumping from zero to 0.1 1

m
in plot (a) and to 0.2 1

m in plot (b). κ jumps back to zero after a
path length of 15 m. The solid lines represent di and do for different
reference points. The dashed lines show di and do in case of stationary
cornering with the given κ . The choice of a non-ideal reference point
has less impact on the nlw-deviations from the equal distribution to
left and right for smaller κ (a) than for bigger κ (b). The assumption
of stationary cornering overestimates the actual nlw after the first
jump of κ until steady state is reached but also underestimates the
nlw e.g. after κ returns to zero.

vehicles of various brands and vehicle classes. There, the front
axle positions reach from l/lfr = 0.73 to 0.79, so the previous
statement about the ideal reference points applies for these
vehicles as well.

We want to mention that the previously derived equations
also apply for larger front-steered rectangular vehicles with
two axles, e. g. buses, as long as the distance from the rear
axle to the vehicle rear is smaller than lfr. However, the
exact position of the ideal reference point can vary due to
the different geometric proportions. Furthermore, the range of
drivable curvature is significantly reduced for vehicles with
a longer wheelbase. In the following, we will only consider
typical passenger vehicles like the one introduced in Tab. I.

If the reference point was defined dependent on κ , it
would change its longitudinal position during driving on non-
constantly curved paths. Planning and control would get even
more complex, so we do not pursue the idea of a dynamic
reference point any further. The goal is rather to establish one
reference point that results in the smallest deviations in the
nlw for various scenarios.

IV. IDEAL REFERENCE POINT FOR NON-STATIONARY
CORNERING

In the previous section, only stationary cornering was con-
sidered. Based on this, in the following section we take a look
at scenarios where the curvature is not constant.

A. Influence of non-ideal reference points

Fig. 5 shows the nlw if the reference point is chosen ideally
or non-ideally. In order to compare the deviations at different
curvatures, κ = 0.1 1

m and κ = 0.2 1
m are simulated for non-

stationary cornering approximately up to stationary cornering.
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Fig. 6: Maximum nlw for different reference points. The blue, red
and purple lines correspond to maneuvers of constant curvature and
stationary cornering. The S-curve represented by the purple lines
consists of two sections of length 3 m each, where the curvature in
the first section is κ = 0.2 1

m and then instantly jumps to κ =−0.2 1
m

for the second section. The nlw on the inside of the curve (of the
first section) is represented by the solid lines, the nlw on the outside
of the curve by the dashed lines.

In the left diagram, the vehicle follows a path with a curvature
of κ = 0.1 1

m . After 15 m of constant curvature, the path goes
straight, so κ jumps back to zero. Fig. 5b shows the same
maneuver with κ = 0.2 1

m . Both scenarios are simulated with
four different reference points: the ideal reference points for
κ = [0.2,0.1,0] 1

m and the reference point on the front axle.
The comparison of both diagrams shows that the deviations
from equally distributed nlw caused by non-ideal reference
points increase with higher curvature. The influence of the
choice of reference point to the deviation diminishes towards
smaller curvatures, as can be seen in the maximum nlw in
Fig. 6. Here, the solid lines show the nlw on the inside of the
curve and the dashed lines represent the nlw on the outside of
the curve. For κ = 0.05 1

m , the biggest difference in the nlw
on the left and the right is 0.06 m and when driving straight,
there would be no influence of the reference point in the nlw
at all. Compared to that, non-ideal reference points at high
curvatures like κ = 0.2 1

m lead to highly unequally distributed
nlw with differences between left and right of up to 0.48 m.

On the one hand, this is a reason to choose the reference
point, which is ideal for the highest drivable curvature. On
the other hand, in this case deviations would appear in every
situation where the curvature is smaller than the maximum.

B. Analysis of Non-Stationary Cornering

Because the curvature often changes in real driving, we take
a closer look at the actual nlw in non-stationary situations.
Fig. 5 depicts the calculated nlw according to the introduced
vehicle model (solid lines) and the nlw under the previous
assumption of constant curvature (dashed lines). It can be seen
that the assumption of κ = const. overestimates the nlw after
κ jumps from zero, but also sometimes underestimates the
nlw. The latter is the more critical case and appears in Fig. 5

before the curvature changes from zero and after the curvature
changes to zero. The reason for underestimation of the nlw
before position 0 is that the plotted lines are the inner and outer
needed lane width along the reference path. If the reference
point starts cornering at path position 0, the lateral position of
the rear axle will be influenced even before it passes this path
position, which leads to a higher nlw here.

To consider these effects, the modeling of the vehicle
kinematics is required. The sideslip angle β in the bicycle
model can be modeled as PT1(κlref, lref) as introduced in
Sec. II at (5) to (9). The drawback of using the bicycle model
to calculate the nlw is that it always needs information about
the heading of the vehicle and thus requires the context of
surrounding path points. It would be easier to use a point
model, where each path point can be considered separately
and independent of other path points, because heading is not
relevant in this model. The vehicle is modeled as a circle
with its center located on the reference point. To use the point
model, we determine the required radius of this circle to cover
the nlw.

Therefore, we examine three different maneuvers that we
assume to be the most critical or curved maneuvers:

• U-turn: turn of 180◦ with κ = 0.2 1
m

• Right turn: turn of 90◦ with κ =−0.1 1
m

• S-curve: κ jumps from 0.2 to -0.2 1
m , 34.4◦ each segment

(segment length of 3 m), e.g. when the ego-vehicle is
standing behind a parked vehicle and then passes it.

In previously introduced Fig. 6, the blue curves correspond
to the U-turn. In this maneuver the vehicle drives an ap-
proximately stationary curve of maximum curvature and the
smallest maximum nlw for both sides appears when the
reference point is positioned ideally for just this κ = 0.2 1

m
at l/lfr = 0.63. The closer the reference point is located to the
front of the vehicle, the more space is needed on the inner
side of the U-turn and the less space is required on the outer
side.

The right turn can also be considered as stationary cornering
in the end of the maneuver. The length of this maneuver’s path
is 15.7 m and thus, it comes close to the scenario in Fig. 5a,
where the nlw seems to reach its saturation already at about
10 m. Therefore, the red curves in Fig. 6 correspond well to the
right turn maneuver. Because the curvature at the right turn is
smaller than at the U-turn, the influence of the reference point
is lower as well.

At the S-curve the influence of the reference point is much
lower than it is at the U-turn. The biggest difference between
maximum nlw on both sides for the S-curve is 0.11 m. The
S-curve also needs less lateral space than the U-turn even
though |κ| is the same. The reason is that the S-curve has these
big curvatures only for a short distance of 3 m and thus does
not result in stationary cornering, where the maximum nlw is
required for a specific κ . This can also be seen in Fig. 5b: the
longer the vehicle drives along the constantly curved path, the
bigger the nlw gets until it runs into saturation, which then
corresponds to stationary cornering.
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V. COLLISION CHECK

With the previously gained knowledge about the needed
lane width (nlw) of a vehicle, it is possible to derive a simple
collision check for car-like vehicles. With this, computational
time during the planning stage can be saved. This is important,
especially because a collision check needs to be done for
each planning step of the planned trajectory and confiscates
a substantial amount of computational resources [17], [18].
In the following, we shortly present approaches of collision
checks before presenting our simplified approach.

A. Collision Checks in Literature

The problem of collision checking is originally located in
the field of robotics. There, robots are often assumed to be
disk-shaped like in [19], which simplifies the problem because
of the disk’s rotational invariance. For car-like vehicles, draw-
ing a collision disk around the edges of the vehicle is not
suitable since it would calculate a lot of false positive colli-
sions. This may result in not finding collision-free trajectories
even though they exist in reality e. g. in a narrow passage.
In general, two different approaches of collision checks exist
depending on the representation of the environment. Either a
discrete grid map like in [20] or a geometric representation of
the environment like in [21] can be used. In the following
we will focus on the low-level grid-based environmental
model instead of a high-level geometric representation, which
requires detection and tracking of objects.

Ziegler and Stiller [20] present a fast collision check for
grid-based environments by approximating the vehicle shape
by three or more disks. By exploiting the commutative rule of
the convolution, they first calculate a convolution of one disc
with the grid-based environment before convoluting the result
with different masks representing the vehicle’s orientation. By
precalculating the areas of collision dependent on the vehicle’s
orientation, they reduce the collision check to a lookup table.

Heinrich et al. [22] extend the approach from Ziegler and
Stiller by only taking two circles into consideration. One is
located in the front of the vehicle for outer curve collision
checking whereas the second circle is located in the back
for checking collisions in the inner curve. They argue, that
when incrementally building a trajectory, the occupancy of
the middle of the vehicle is covered by later samples of the
trajectory and can therefore be omitted.

B. Simple and Fast Collision Check

For our collision check, we simplify the approach of Hein-
rich et al. [22]. To do so, we reduce the number of disks
approximating the occupancy of the vehicle to one, which
results in a point model. Instead of drawing a circle through
the edges of the vehicle, we utilize the thoughts of the previous
sections III and IV to choose an appropriate size of the disk.
With this disk size, all needed lateral space of the whole
vehicle is covered. If this disk does not collide with an object
or lane marking, no part of the vehicle will neither. Further, we
position the center of the disk in the reference point, because
then only the position of the vehicle needs to be known and

Fig. 7: Simple calculation of points of collision using a 2D-
convolution. The grid map of the environment (black) was convoluted
with a disk-shaped kernel (red) shown at the left side of the figure,
resulting in the area of collision (blue).

the orientation is not needed. This is especially useful when
using search-based planning algorithms (e. g. A* [15], RRT
[16]) where neither the orientation nor a kinematic model of
the vehicle is considered. Hence, we reduce the computational
effort of a collision checking algorithm by being completely
rotational invariant. When using a grid map like [20], there
is only need to calculate one 2D-convolution of a disk with
the environment in order to calculate areas of collision. Such
a convolution is shown exemplarily in Fig. 7. In the following
we will discuss the position of the reference point and the size
of the disk.

If we take the ideal reference point for κ = 0.2 1
m as our

reference point in the previously introduced point model, the
radius of the disk must be at least r = 1.5 m to cover all of the
presented maneuvers (cf. Fig. 6). If we put the reference point
on the front axle, this radius should be at least r = 1.76 m.
However, for our simplified approach we assume this U-turn to
be irrelevant because high curvatures only appear when there
is not enough space for a lower curvature path. If there is
not enough space then high precision and therefore a more
complex collision check is needed as well (e. g. for parking
maneuvers). Thus, we neglect the blue lines in Fig. 6 and the
reference point with the smallest maximum nlw is slightly
behind the front axle at about l/lfr = 0.735. For reasons of
simplicity, we choose the reference point exactly on the front
axle, which requires the radius of the point model circle to
be at least r = 1.31 m (see maximum nlw for lref,FA in Fig. 6
neglecting the blue lines). That means that a lane width of
1.31 m on each side of the trajectory is always sufficient to
pass an obstacle or a narrowing.

Another advantage of the reference point lying on the front
axle is that the vehicle front is completely covered by the circle
(see Fig. 8). Thus, we can use this circle easily for conservative
collision checks not only in lateral direction, but also in the
front of the vehicle, e. g. when stopping.

The simplifications of the approach come along with lim-
itations which we present in the following. As the collision
disk’s size is larger than the actual vehicle’s width (cf. Fig. 8),
the approximated needed space is greater than the actual
needed space. Thus, using this collision check could lead to
conservative behavior in space utilization resulting in e. g. not
being able to pass a narrow passage. Since the collision disk
is located in the front of the vehicle, this check is only valid
when driving forward. Furthermore, we assume a normal-
sized car like shown in Fig. 8. If the length lfr (cf. Fig. 3)
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Fig. 8: Circle with r = 1.31 m and its center on the front axle of VW
Passat VIII (B8) (picture based on [23]). The circle covers the nlw
also in curves and includes the whole vehicle front as well, which
enables easy collision checks.

is too large, e. g. when considering a truck, the radius r of the
collision disk gets too large in comparison to the vehicle width
w and therefore, this approach doesn’t make sense anymore.
Additionally, the chosen disk radius limits the allowed motion
of the vehicle which can be safely driven with this collision
check. The maximum safe curvature is directly dependent on
the disk radius (cf. (14)). Our choice of r = 1.31m results
in a maximum drivable, constant curvature of κ = 0.1 1

m (cf.
Fig. 6). Taking non-stationary curves into account, it would
also be possible to drive higher curvatures like shown with
the S-curve in Fig. 6. Since it is hard to determine whether
the maneuver under consideration falls outside the specified
preconditions, we recommend to use a more complex approach
for these situations. This is also the case if a high space
utilization is a prerequisite like in automated parking. For these
cases, we suggest to use an approach with higher accuracy like
Heinrich et al. [22] where the position of the second disc can
be calculated with the help of the sideslip angle (cf. (7)).

VI. REFERENCE POINT FOR LATERAL FEED-FORWARD
CONTROL

In the previous sections, the reference point was analyzed
regarding the optimization of the nlw for the planned path. In
the following we examine the influence of the reference point
with respect to the performance of a lateral controller. For
this purpose, we implement a controller whose functionality is
independent of the selected reference point. This requirement
is fulfilled by the widely used controller of the Stanley
robot [2], [24]–[26]. Therefore, we use this controller, whose
efficacy and stability was already proven [27], as the basis for
our implementation.

In this section we assume that the controller’s task is
the lateral control of a four wheeled vehicle which can be
simplified by a bicycle model as described in Sec. II. It is
also assumed that this type of controller works best with a
reference point directly at E pppFA where the controllability of
the system is optimal due to the proximity to the steering axle.
This assumption is evaluated in Sec. VI-B. The target to follow

Fig. 9: Visualization of the control law, its coordinate systems and
definitions.

is a path that is given by a series of points in an earth-fixed
x-y-coordinate system. Each point ppp(s) = [E px(s),E py(s)]T on
this path is described by an x-y-position and the tangential
course angle ψc,set(s) on to the path. The position on the path
is defined by the running coordinate s ∈ [0,S] with S being
the length of the target path. The vehicle is assumed to be at
the position s0 on this path which is defined as the point with
the shortest distance between the target path and the vehicle’s
reference point pppref.

The main concept of the controller visualized in Fig. 9 is,
that in order to follow the target path, it is necessary that
the velocity vector of the vehicle points in the same direction
as the tangent of the target path. When the reference point
is chosen to be exactly at the front axle, this means for
the idealized bicycle model that the sideslip angle equals
the steering angle according to (4). Thus, the feed-forward
calculates the steering angle δff as the difference of the tangent
angle ψc,set(s) on the path and the yaw angle ψ of the
vehicle. In order to compensate the lateral deviation ddev, a
PD controller is used to calculate the additional steering angle
δPD. The deviation ddev is defined to be the shortest distance
between the reference point and the target path.

Thus, the control law is described by the following time-
discrete equations:

δ (ti) = ψc,set (s0(ti))−ψ(ti)︸ ︷︷ ︸
feed-forward δff

+

(
kpddev(ti)+ kd

∆ddev

∆t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

control law δPD

(15)

∆ddev = ddev(ti)−ddev(ti−1) (16)
∆t = ti − ti−1 (17)

with ddev(ti) being the current deviation, ddev(ti−1) the devi-
ation at the last calculation time, kp the controller’s gain and
kd the dampening coefficient. Since the feed-forward for δ

is designed to work for a reference point at E pppFA, for other
reference points it needs to be scaled according to the bicycle
model’s geometry to

δlref = δ
atan(κl)

atan(κlref)
. (18)

Additionally to the steering angle for reference points other
than E pppFA, the target path is adapted according to the kine-
matics of the bicycle model in (1)-(4) to ensure that the
target movement of the vehicle is identical for every reference
point. This modified path P(lref) is also used as basis for the
calculation of the control deviation ddev and the feed-forward.

At this point it needs to be pointed out, even if the presented
controller has weaknesses, as shown in [28], it was selected
because the chosen reference point plays a crucial role. The
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Fig. 10: Exemplary visualization of one excitation for testing the feed-
forward. Path in x-y-coordinates for two different reference points
and the geometry defining parameters radius r and arc-length of the
curved part of the curve ϕ = 1

4 π in radians.

singular performance of the controller was not considered
in the selection, as it is not relevant to the issue under
consideration. In the following subsection we first introduce
our test methods and second analyze the control law with
respect to the reference point. The quality of the controller
is assessed on the basis of an averaged lateral deviation.

A. Test method

In order to test the performance of the control law (15),
the controller was implemented in Python for the high-fidelity
car simulation IPG-CarMaker 7. There, an empty scenario
was generated in which the vehicle is able to drive freely.
The controller itself runs on the same computer, is connected
via the UDP protocol and can steer the car and control its
speed. Thus the simulation in IPG-CarMaker is slowed down
to work as a soft real-time simulation. For all tests, the
generic simulink model from CarMaker was used. The only
modification is the added UDP connectivity and a rate limiter
to the steering wheel angle δ to limit the steering wheel
speed to 2π per second. The used car parameter set is the
IPG-CompanyCar and was not manipulated in any way. The
throttle is controlled by a PID controller with the set value of
a constant longitudinal speed Vvx,set.

In order to compare the system behaviors for different
reference points, in the following the controller is tested
for different parameterized paths. The same global paths are
followed by the controller for different reference points. The
paths for two different reference points are visualized in
Fig. 10. The path the vehicle has to follow with the refer-
ence point E pppref = E pppFA is defined by the arc length of the
curved section ϕ , the set longitudinal speed Vvx,set and the set
lateral acceleration Vay,set. The curvature κ of the arc is then
approximated by the laws of circular movement to

κ =
Vay,set

Vv2
x,set

. (19)

It is assumed that the longitudinal speed of the vehicle for
small sideslip angles can be set equal to the speed tangential
to the target path

P(lref = l,Vay,set,Vvx,set). (20)

In order to create a solid basis for comparison, the deter-
mining parameters of the vehicle speed and the set lateral
acceleration are varied. The chosen limits of the lateral ac-
celeration are thereby determined by the physical limits of a

normal passenger car to below 8 m
s2 . The limits of the speed are

defined by an urban scenario to be below 20 m
s . The control

parameters of the lateral controller are chosen to

kp = 0.2
rad
m

, kd = 0.1
rad · s

m
(21)

in accordance with the Ziegler-Nichols tuning method. The
tests were also conducted with different control parameter
combinations, but yielded qualitatively equal results.

To examine the effect of the reference point on the con-
troller, the reference point was chosen to lref ∈ [0.1l, 2l]. The
rearmost reference point is chosen to lref = 0.1l, since the
scaling factor from (18) is not defined for the corner case of
a reference point on the rear axle. This is because a steering
input has no direct influence on the lateral movement of the
rear axle due to the kinematic constraints of the bicycle model.
To determine the influence of a reference point that is in front
of the front axle, the frontmost reference point is chosen to
lref = 2l.

B. Test results

Since we want to evaluate how well the vehicle follows the
target path independent of the controller’s reference point, we
choose four different positions to evaluate the motion of the
vehicle. These points of evaluation with lref,eval are equally
distributed between the rear and front axle with

lref,eval ∈
[

0,
l
3
,

2l
3
, l
]
. (22)

Furthermore, we define the error metric derr(ti) as the mean
value of the lateral absolute errors for these four evaluation
points. The absolute lateral error for one point is defined
as the shortest distance from the evaluation point to the
corresponding target path. Additionally, derr,path is defined as
the mean value of derr(ti) over the whole path. In Fig. 11,
derr,path is displayed for different reference points and target
paths P(lref). The base for the comparison is the sub-figure in
the middle row second column. It shows derr,path for a reference
point of E pppFA on the front axle. Each other sub-figure shows
the difference

∆derr,path(E pppref) = derr,path(E pppref)−derr,path(E pppFA). (23)

The results of this test show, that the controller reaches the
best overall performance with the reference point at E pppFA.
The farther back the chosen reference point lies, the worse
are the results. A reference point located in front of the front
axle decreases the accuracy for high speed scenarios. It also
helps to increase the accuracy for the range of high lateral
accelerations and low speeds. However, scenarios like this are
barely performed in real driving and thus, we give less weight
to this area of the diagram. Furthermore, according to [14],
the consideration of other vehicle models is recommended
for the planning of maneuvers above 5 m

s2 lateral acceleration.
For comparability, this was not done in this study, but should
not be neglected when evaluating the results. This reinforces
the initial assumption that the controller delivers the best
performance with a reference point near the front axle. The
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Fig. 11: derr,path displayed for six different reference points and target
paths P(lref). The base for the comparison is the sub-figure in the
middle row second column. For each reference point the lateral
acceleration and the speed of the vehicle are varied.

results also show that the behavior of the controlled system
can be directly influenced by the choice of the reference point
and thus should be considered in the development of driving
controllers.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article we analyzed the influence of the reference
point position regarding trajectory planning and control in
front-steered vehicles. For planning we defined the reference
point to be ideal if the needed lane width to the left and
right side of the planned trajectory is equal. By considering
the geometric constraints of the bicycle model for constant
curvature cornering, we presented the analytic solution to
find the ideal reference point depending on the curvature of
the path. In our test vehicle Passat B8 this ideal reference
point is located 5-16 % of the wheelbase behind the front
axle. Furthermore, our analysis of non-stationary cornering
revealed on the one hand, that it is less demanding than
stationary cornering regarding the needed lane width. On
the other hand, we showed that there is no ideal reference
point in dynamic scenarios, but considering different critical
maneuvers, we conclude that a reference point on or slightly
behind the front axle is a suitable choice. Additionally, this
position of the reference point enables a simple and fast
collision check. The simplicity results from using a point
model and approximating the extent of the vehicle by only one
circle. Thus, the orientation of the vehicle along the planned
trajectory is not needed.

Lastly, we examined the influence of the reference point
regarding the performance of a lateral feed-forward controller.
The results show that the lateral deviations from the target
path increase if the reference point moves from the front axle
to the rear of the vehicle. Summarizing the above mentioned

results, we come to the concluding recommendation to set the
reference point directly on the front axle. However, we want
to emphasize that the consideration of more complex vehicle
models, changing road conditions and other control algorithms
like e.g. model predictive control remain for future work in
the field of controller related analysis.
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